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Contract Talk articles in the past four editions of The 
Postal Record have discussed the route count, in-
spection and evaluation process found in Chapter 2 

of Handbook M-39, Management of Delivery Services. 
This article will go back to the beginning of this series and 

discuss the difference between the number of days routes 
with abbreviated or no delivery on Saturday are counted, 
as opposed to routes with full delivery on Saturday during 
the week of mail count and inspection.

Let’s start with the applicable language that is contained 
in both the M-39 and M-41 Handbooks: 

Section 221.11 of the M-39 Handbook states, in relevant 
part:

221.11 Schedule 

The count of mail on all letter delivery routes, regular and 
auxiliary, must be for 6 consecutive delivery days on one-
trip routes and for 5 consecutive delivery days, exclusive of 
Saturday, on two-trip routes or one-trip routes with abbrevi-
ated or no delivery on Saturday. It is not mandatory that mail 
counts begin on Saturday and continue through Friday so 
long as they are made on consecutive delivery days.

Section 921.2 of the M-41 Handbook states, in relevant 
part:

921.2 Schedule

The count of mail period on all letter delivery routes, both 
regular and auxiliary, shall be

(a) for 6 consecutive delivery days on one-trip routes and

(b) for 5 consecutive delivery days, exclusive of Saturday, on 
multi-trip routes or one-trip routes with abbreviated or no 
delivery on Saturday.

921.22 - It is not mandatory that mail counts begin on Mon-
day and continue through Saturday but they must be made 
on consecutive delivery days.

As you can see, Saturday is supposed to be excluded 
from the count week on routes with abbreviated or no de-
livery on Saturday. The language in Section 221.11 of the 
M-39 and Section 921.2 of the M-41 is crystal clear. There-
fore, routes with abbreviated or no delivery on Saturday are 
only inspected for five consecutive delivery days (Monday 
through Friday). 

Management may try to convince you that if Saturday is 
excluded from routes with abbreviated or no delivery on 
Saturday, then Monday also must be excluded. This is sim-
ply not true. That is just something they made up and try 
to sell to many letter carriers and stewards. Do not fall for 
this trick!

Management also may try to convince you that Saturday 
is excluded from the week of route count and inspection for 

routes with abbreviated or no delivery on Saturday, but is 
not excluded from the eight-week Carrier Time Card Analy-
sis (1840-B). This also is not true. Do not fall for that trick 
either!

The reason for this rule is totally logical. For instance, if 
you have a route that has two hours of closed businesses 
on Saturday that you do not deliver, that would make your 
street time 120 minutes short for the week. If Saturday was 
included in your street-time credit, this would make your 
average street time 20 minutes shorter than what the route 
really takes to deliver when you spread the 120 minutes 
of time over six days. Therefore, even if your route was ad-
justed to 8:00 hours on paper, it would really be 8:20.

In a fairly recent regular panel arbitration decision  
(C-33600), the arbitrator specifically addressed this issue 
as follows:

With regard to the issue of whether delivery was abbreviat-
ed for particular routes on Saturdays, Section 221.11 states 
that:

The count of mail on all letter delivery routes, regu-
lar and auxiliary, must be for 6 consecutive delivery 
days on one-trip routes and for 5 consecutive deliv-
ery days, exclusive of Saturday, on two-trip routes 
or one-trip routes with abbreviated or no delivery on 
Saturday. It is not mandatory that mail counts begin 
on Saturday and continue through Friday so long as 
they are made on consecutive delivery dates.

Thus, if abbreviated delivery or no delivery on Saturdays, 

then the mail count must be for five days exclusive of Satur-
day. In this regard, the Postal Service witness, who was an 
Operations Program Specialist, admitted that delivery was 
abbreviated on Saturdays for eight of the 13 routes at the 
West Station. She countered, by relying upon Section 241.33 
of the M-39 Handbook (a new trick) which provides that:

Bracket [ ] the time entries in columns A, B, C, D, and 
E for the days on which the route was served by a re-
placement carrier or carrier technician T-6 because 
these figures are to be excluded when entering the 
figures on the total line for columns A, B, C. D, and E.
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“Routes with abbreviated or no 
delivery on Saturday are only 
inspected for five consecutive 
delivery days (Monday through 
Friday).”  
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In my view, however, this assertion does not follow logi-
cally because if a T-6 carried a route on Saturday, it is to 
be excluded in any event, and T-6’s would carry routes on 
a Saturday every six weeks. Also, if a route is carried by a 
replacement carrier on a Saturday, it is to be excluded as 
well. In any event, the Saturday street time would still be 
abbreviated regardless of who carried the route, according 
to Section 221.11, because if there is no delivery or if de-
livery is abbreviated on a Saturday it is not to be included 
pursuant to Section 221.11 of the M-39 Handbook. That sec-
tion is clear that for one-trip routes with an abbreviated or 
no delivery on Saturday, the count of mail must be for five 
consecutive delivery days, exclusive of Saturday. Section 
241.33 of the M-39 Handbook does not obviate the require-
ment to comply with Section 221.11 of the M-39 Handbook.

This case had several other violations, but for the viola-
tion of this rule in particular, the arbitrator ordered USPS to 
cease and desist from future violations and awarded:

For the eight routes identified with abbreviated Saturday de-
livery, the Postal Service is directed to reinspect and adjust 
those routes without consideration of the Saturday delivery 
times in accordance with Section 221.11 of the M-39 Hand-
book. This shall be accomplished within 90 days of the date 
of this Award.

NALC will never understand why management does not 
just follow their own rules and quit trying to cheat letter 
carriers out of a fairly adjusted route. These route inspec-
tion teams come into an office for a week, do everything 
they can to build overburdened routes, and then head to 
the next town—leaving both the letter carriers and local 
managers to deal with the mess they created. We are to-
tally convinced that the Operations arm of USPS will never 
get the concept that a square peg does not fit into a round 
hole.

Available resources 
NALC offers many resources to assist letter carriers and 

shop stewards with obtaining fairly adjusted routes. Two 
free publications/resources that every branch in the coun-
try should arm themselves with are:

The NALC Route Inspection Pocket Handbook—This 
booklet fits in your shirt pocket and is specifically designed 
to assist letter carriers during the week of route inspection. 
Every letter carrier who goes through the route inspec-

tion process should be provided a copy of this booklet in 
advance of the week of mail count and inspection. Did I 
mention that these booklets are provided at no cost? There 
is no good reason why every branch in the country does 
not already have a supply of NALC Route Inspection Pocket 
Handbooks on hand for when route inspections occur in an 
office under your branch’s jurisdiction. If your branch does 
not already have a supply, NALC Route Inspection Pocket 
Handbooks are available at no charge through the NALC 
Supply Department. 

The 2018 NALC Guide to Route Inspections—This book is 
specifically designed to assist shop stewards before, dur-
ing and after the week of route inspection. This resource 
also contains a section that thoroughly explains how to 
read, and the purpose of, all the route inspection forms 
USPS uses to evaluate and adjust routes. Once you under-
stand how to read these forms and what to look for, the 
task of investigating route inspection grievances becomes 
much easier. It is highly recommended that every shop 
steward obtain a copy of this book and study it when USPS 
announces that an office you are responsible for will be in-
spected. Again, there is no good reason why every branch 
in the country does not have a supply of the 2018 NALC 
Guide to Route Inspections on hand for shop stewards in 
your branch. If your branch does not already have a supply, 
the 2018 NALC Guide to Route Inspections books are avail-
able at no charge through your NBA office and/or the NALC 
Supply Department. 

In either case, get them while they are hot.

There are more resources related to route inspections 
and adjustments available on the NALC website at nalc.
org/routeadjustments. Past Contract Talk articles pertain-
ing to these issues are also available on the NALC website 
at nalc.org/workplace-issues/resources/nalc-publications.
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“NALC offers many resources to assist 
letter carriers and shop stewards with 
obtaining fairly adjusted routes.” 


